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From the Director’s Desk
“Good leaders create a vision, articulate a vision and passionately own a vision and turn it into a reality” - Jack Welch.
It's a long desire accomplished this year. Edify School Tirupati has been certiﬁed as 1st GREEN SCHOOL with gold rating
in AP by Indian Green Building Council, Amaravathi for maintaining eco friendly and pollution free atmosphere,
conserving water through rain water harvesting and maintaining organic waste material. Edify School encourages the
students to maintain their premises clean and green. Yet another accomplishment is that we have started the most
awaited hostel facility for the year 2018-19 for Grade VI to X.
The school has a task of creating a role model environment with motivated teacher encouraging
students to excel while assisting children.
The school also offers an all round curriculum where emphasis is not only on academic but also emphasizes culture and
sporting activities to allow children achieve comprehensive personal growth with all round development.
I am glad to put forward another issue of 'NEW ERA'.As the saying goes, mind like parachute works best when opened.
This humble initiative is to set the budding minds free allowing them to roam free in the realm of
imagination and experience to create a world of beauty in words.
Our student authors have put across some amazing pieces of writing displaying their creative
thinking and writing skills. The works included in this edition are extremely simple but will surely
provide an opportunity to peep into a ediﬁer’s thought process and his or her axiomatic creative
thinking. It is actually a lovely experience to see these enthusiastic writers voicing their feelings
through stories, poems, jokes, drawings and many more….
I whole heartedly thank each and everyone who have contributed and helped in making this edition
more beautiful and colourful.

P. Praneeth
Director

Message from Principal's desk
At the outset, I would like to extend my heartiest wishes to the entire student fraternity. Learning is a life long process.
One can say that it's a never-ending process in our lives. “Education is a shared commitment between dedicated
teachers, motivated students and enthusiastic parents with high expectations.” All the stakeholders play very
important role in a child's learning process.
I believe that the role of a school is not limited to only academic excellence, but also to empower students with morals,
values, discipline and positive outlook, which is the need of the hour in current scenario of the world. We get to hear lot
of behavioural issues of students which can be resolved by teachers and parents if properly planned.
Parents play a very vital role in the life of their children because home is the ﬁrst school and mother is the ﬁrst teacher to
a child. Quality life at both home and school will make the child a better individual with good future. Its my humble
request to all the parents to revisit their schedules and try to spend quality time with your children.
At Edify, we continuously strive towards the betterment of each and every child. We strongly believe
that childhood is the best time to imbibe personality traits and enhance their competencies along
with academics. Our scientiﬁcally designed academic program, personalized attention enables the
students to attain their full potential to become a successful individual.
NEWERA gives you a glimpse of our commitment towards each and every ediﬁer. The ﬁnest
assurance is well depicted in the magazine and its content.
Dear Ediﬁer, let us rededicate ourselves to our founder's vision-“Better Education for a Better
Society”
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Lakshmi S Nair
Principal
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Late Dr. P. Mohan Rao
Founder
Sri Padmavathi Educational Institutions
NEWERA, Edify’s annual school magazine is like a pearl in the ocean of knowledge. This is one of
our way to pay a true homage to our legendary and a great visionary Dr P Mohan Rao garu, my
beloved father and founder of Sri Padmavathi group of Institutions under the aegis of Lords
Auxiliary for Rural Development Society (LARDS) which is one of its kind in supporting
community services for the poor.
I would like to rededicate this compilation of ideas, thoughts, and works of Ediﬁers to our revered
founder.

P Praneeth
Director
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Smt. P. Sulochana
Chairperson
Sri Padmavathi Educational Institutions
It is the woman behind the machine and the leader behind the organization that matters!
Our visionary leader and the Chairperson of Sri Padmavathi Educational Institutions
Smt.P.Sulochana has dedicatedly taken forward the vision of our founder Dr. P. Mohan Rao
Garu, to provide quality education by inculcating values and ethics.
Dr. Rao's vision took shape in the year 1985,when Padmavathi School of Nursing was
started under the title of Sri Padmavathi Educational Institution (SPEI) and forayed into
the world of education. Further The Chairperson, Smt. P. Sulochana established
© Sri Padmavathi School of Pharmacy
© Sri Padmavathi College of Education
© Sri Padmavathi College of Technology & Management
© Edify School

Her untiring efforts has made the institutions reach greater heights and establish a strong
foundation in creating progressive thinking individuals who contribute for the betterment of
the country and society in future. Today, Sri Padmavathi Educational Institutions are known
for embracing diversity, creativity, enterpreneurial spirit, discipline in academics and
personality development.

www.edifyschooltirupati.com
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Cover Page story
Indian Green Building Council
The green concepts and techniques in the building sector can help
address national issues like water efﬁciency, energy efﬁciency,
reduction in fossil fuel use in commuting, handling of consumer
waste and conserving natural resources. Most importantly, these
concepts can enhance occupant's health, happiness and well-being.
Against this background, the Indian Green Building Council (IGBC) has
launched IGBC Green New Buildings rating system to address the National priorities. The
School rating system is unique in the sense that it addresses eco-education, Health &
hygiene besides the infrastructural facilities, energy efﬁciency, water conservation and waste
management. Aspects like nutrition, physical activity & safety are also addressed.
Edify School, Tirupati has been
certiﬁed as 1ST GREEN SCHOOL
with gold rating in Andhra Pradesh
by Indian Green Building Council,
Amaravathi Chapter for maintaining
eco friendly and pollution free
atmosphere, conser ving water
through rain water harvesting and
maintaining organic waste material.
Edify School Tirupati takes pride to
be part of all the eco friendly
activities across the town. Our students are encouraged and trained to be “Go Green” and
environment friendly.
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Edify Motif - Impact of media
Students and the Screen Media
In a technology-driven age, children's exposure to “screen time” is a hot topic. As caregivers in the classroom,
we may use screen media with the children at home. Parents would like us to help their children acquire
technology skills they will need to use later on. But we know that not all screen media are healthy for children
and that exposing very young children to screen media can have lasting impacts on their learning. In fact, the
effects of media on children's learning and behaviour is so profound that no child under the age of two should
be exposed to screen media, and that screen time for children
over two years should be limited to no more than one hour
per day.
The deﬁnition of screen time or media time is any period of
time spent viewing or using TV/video, video games,
computers, handheld video game players, cell phones, smart
phones, iPods/ iPads/ androids, or any other digital tablet
device.
Children learn best when they are actively engaged with real
objects and people instead of using screen media. There is no
evidence that if children are exposed to screen media at a
young age they will become more advanced in their learning of technology. However, there is clear evidence
that early exposure to screen media can have long-term negative effects on children's learning. Just as we
know children will grow up and learn to ride a bike or drive a car, we also know they will learn how to use screen
media and do so quite easily when their brains are developmentally ready and primed to learn in this way. As
teachers and parents, we can provide alternatives to screen media that will be more beneﬁcial for the children's
learning.

Why YOU Can't Be Replaced by Technology
The development of speech and language skills is strongly linked to thinking ability, social relationships,
reading, writing and school success. In the ﬁrst three years of life, 80% of a child's brain development occurs.
This development is fed through consistent verbal and nonverbal interactions between parents and children,
so it is important to keep the focus on quality time and not on technology whenever you can.
Does this mean that we need to put down our smartphones completely? Of course not; but nothing takes the
place of face-to-face interaction when it comes to our children's learning and speech and language
development—not even technology..
Ask any adult to think of a happy childhood memory and most likely it will involve play. Their mental picture will
probably look something like this: playing hide-and-seek, climbing
a tree, building a fort, digging for worms, or putting on a “show” with
friends. And ask any adult if they would rather work or play and
almost certainly they would choose play. For the majority of adults,
play and work are completely separate; for children, it is one and the
same. This is the crux of a never ceasing problem; many adults do not
view children's play as important activity, they do not see the
connection between playing and learning. Could this be why, sadly,
www.edifyschooltirupati.com
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children today are slowly but surely losing opportunities for precious and
critically important experiences?
Childhood amnesia. If we actually could remember our childhood, we would
not do to children what we do to them. Early childhood (ages birth to 8)
would still be viewed as a unique period of development with play
recognized as being at the core of how children learn best.
Never do for children something they can do for themselves. We often
observe this sage advice being ignored, possibly because adults are timebound whereas children are living in the moment. We hurry, hurry, and hurry
children to try to save time, quickly completing tasks instead of encouraging
them to take on the challenges.
Experience is not the best teacher; it is the only teacher. Children must interact with real people and real
things; they need to encounter problems and ﬁgure out how to solve them when something doesn't go as one
would hope; curiosity and trial-and-error must be championed.
If it hasn't been in the hand and the body, then it can't be in the brain. Another endorsement of
experiential and hands-on learning.
Children were not born wearing shoes. Remember how good
mud felt between your toes? Can we even remember the joy that
rippled through our bodies and brains when we squished mud
between our ﬁngers and toes? Provide sensory experiences every
day for children.
All learning involves risk. The environment and adults must
provide opportunities for risk-taking in the learning process;
'mistakes' are expected components of the inquiry process and
valued for the knowledge they provide. Risk is not to be confused with hazard. We need to consider the
'illusion of risk.' It is our responsibility as parents and educators to ﬁgure out how to provide experiences that
children perceive as containing elements of risk, but in reality, are still safe in nature.Allowing children to take
appropriate risks in their play gives them the opportunity to
develop the use of their judgement.
It is not rational to believe that acting in opposition to the
natural instincts of childhood will produce superior academic
outcomes, rather working in concert with these natural instincts
will capture the energy and compound the potential they
provide. To take the joy, pleasure, wonder and surprise out of
childhood is to rob the child of a most wondrous and exciting
time. To make childhood learning a drudgery of facts untimely
and improperly presented, is to create in children a disdain for and dislike of that which we most want them to
cherish; the desire to pursue lifelong learning and the capacity to proﬁt from it.

8
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Seminars, Workshop, Lectures
Interactive session on leadership
“Leadership is practiced not so much in words as in attitude and in actions” - Harold.S.Geene.
Edify School, Tirupati had experienced what a true leadership is all about through an interaction session with
Dr.Jayaprakash Narayana, Founder president of Lok Satta Party.The session between students, staff and Dr.
Jayaparkash Narayan was very productive, informative and enjoyable one.Students were empowered with the
inputs given by Dr. Jayaprakash Narayan about how a successful citizen of our Nation should be.

Workshop on “Invoking Scientiﬁc Temperament among children”
“The true method of knowledge is experiment” - William Blake
Students of grades VI & VII had attended the workshop conducted by Mr.S.G.Srinivas, a Scientiﬁc Motivational
Demonstrator. The workshop was actually motivating and igniting young minds with the power to think and
innovate. Lot of experiments were demonstrated by Mr.Srinivas to motivate students to become future
scientists.

www.edifyschooltirupati.com
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Guest Lecture about Neighbouring Countries
One of the Inquiry Modules of Grade III deals with different Countries of the world.In this regard there was a
guest lecture by one of our senior faculties Mr.Srihari about our neighbouring countries.

MR Vaccine - Awareness on Importance of Vaccination

10
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A Uniquely Designed Curriculum @ Edify-The 3C
“Since there is no single set of abilities throughout human nature, there is no single curriculum which all should
undergo. Rather, the schools should teach everything that anyone is interested in learning” - John Dewey
3C is the most innovative and cutting-edge curriculum developed on the framework of essentially Primary
Years Program of International Baccalaureate and National Curricular Framework (NCF). This curriculum is
designed exclusively for Edify Schools aimed to achieve the desired Character by facilitating and honing the
inherent Competencies of a child through the Content- the 3Cs.
The 3C curriculum allows students to be inquirers, where “WHY” is encouraged and “WHAT” is nurtured thus
providing students, a truly international curriculum with a focus on international mindedness and strong
personal values.
The culture adopted for learning helps to nurture the inquiring minds of children by equipping students with
the knowledge, skills, and techniques to address global challenges. Students are encouraged to take
responsibility for their learning. The transdisciplinary approach caters to the needs of the individual learning
styles of the child.
The programme incorporates local and global issues into the curriculum, enabling students to look at six
related, transdisciplinary themes and the links between them.

The 3Cs:
Character:
Positive Personality is the key to success in life. Conﬁdence, vivacity and cheerfulness are the most important
traits within and can be developed by being generous with praise and making the child responsible towards
ﬂora and fauna. We train children to control their behaviour and encourage the development of qualities such
as patience,purposefulness, observation, reasoning and logic.Under the guidance, children learn to be
independent, patient and decisive. They are taught to reach their goals by dividing difﬁcult tasks into smaller
chunks.
Competence:
Proﬁciency helps in perfection. We develop these qualities through a student centric learning environment by
giving them responsibilities, opportunities to explore the society,holding ﬁeld trips, journaling, preparing
group and independent projects and dramas. Sports and physical education enables children to self-regulate
their emotions and de-stress to learn about personal rights and honouring their own perceptions and
increasing positive self-talk, goal setting and responsibilities.
Content:
Knowledge gained without implementation has no standing, hence the knowledge gained by the child is
practiced in his/her day to day activities. The rich inquiry-based curriculum is a signiﬁcant and relevant subject
matter acquired for the real-life skills and taught through the following subjects, Languages, Mathematics,
Science and Technology, Social science, Visual Arts, Music and Drama, Environment Education, Physical, Social
and Personal Education.

www.edifyschooltirupati.com
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The focus is on application of knowledge through inquiry, experimentation, research and discovery. In this
process they become knowledgeable and understand the signiﬁcance of the gained knowledge. It is through
this constructive learning methodology academic brilliance is inculcated in every child.
Elements of 3C:
There are 6 elements of 3C which encompasses the curriculum in 360 degrees. They are Character,
Competence, Content, Knowledge, Concept and Action
Transdisciplinary themes in 3C
There are 6 Trans-disciplinary themes enabling the children to construct their learning through
meaningful everyday life experiences making the entire process of learning more contextual, interesting and
deﬁnitely more memorable.
1. Our Identity
Learning about the nature of ourselves- our responsibilities, rights and duties, cultural values, and so
on. Knowing about our relationship with friends, family, communities and also what it means to be human.
2. Our Responsibilities
Knowing about the relationship within and between people, other living things and communities. The
approach to equal opportunities and conﬂict resolution. Why human beings should share the natural
resources with other living things.
3. Our Expression
How we express our ideas, values, beliefs and culture in multiple ways through different languages and
art forms such as dramatics, martial art, dance, paintings.
4. Place and Time
Learning about oneself in relation to surrounding, place and time. About homes, journeys, discoveries
and about inter connection of individuals and different civilizations.
5. World Laws
Knowing about the natural world and its laws. The interconnection between the physical, biological
and human society. The impact of science and technology on the society and the environment.
6. Our Systems
Gaining knowledge on the interconnection between human made systems and communities.

Proﬁles in 3C
There are 15 proﬁles each in core elements of 3C i,e Character and Competence.
Character Proﬁles: Independent, Balanced, Responsible, Integrity, Committed, Inquirer, Conﬁdent,
Courageous, Optimistic, Enthusiastic, Empathetic, Respect for all, Open Minded, Participative and Self
Esteemed
Competence Proﬁles: Innovative, Proactive, Communicative, Leaders, Adaptable, Organized, Assertive,
Passionate, Perseverant, Thinker, Focused, Risk Taker, Decision Maker, Updated and Research Oriented

12
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Field Trips - An adventure that opens up children’s minds to new dimensions.
School ﬁeld trip is an effective educational activity for students that helps facilitate fast and efﬁcient learning.
This is a wonderful opportunity for students to take a break from the classroom lecture and to have some fun
and excitement in an entirely new environment while learning at the same time.
Field trips are wonderful opportunities for students to be exposed to places that are not commonly or
normally visited by their family.
Creating memories fosters expansion of this very skill. Children are likely to recount their visit to the zoo, for
example, to friends and families after the event. Others will ask questions like “what was your favourite
animal?” or “what did you enjoy most about your trip to the zoo?”, and they will often respond with elaborate
narrative as to what they found most interesting.

Grade I : Fire Station Field Trip to ﬁre station by Grade I.

Field Trip to Places of Worship

Grade II : Field Trip to Chandragiri Fort

www.edifyschooltirupati.com
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Field Trip to Construction Site

Field Trip to Regional Science Centre

Grade III : Field Trip to Zoo

Field Trip to post ofﬁce

Field Trip to FM

14
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Grade IV : Field Trip to Zoo

Grade VI & VII : Field Trip to Sculpture making

Grade VIII : Field Trip to Bhanodaya Kalamkari

www.edifyschooltirupati.com
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Awards & Accolades
Outstanding Alumni of Grade X - 2016 - 17
The management of Edify School, Tirupati have initiated the “Outstanding alumni of Grade X” awards for the
nd
students who have secured 10 CGPA. These awards were presented consequetively for 2 Year

16

Racha Shobihta

Sameera I

Rithisha Priya K

Atluri Sai Harshitha

Mohita Reddy Arumgulam

S Lakshya Jain

Earapu Dhruthi

Mohammed Rayyan
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Excellence Awards 2017-18
These awards were awarded to the students for their meritorious performance in academics, behaviour,
discipline, punctuality, uniform, achievements in interschool and intraschool events.

Grade - 1

Grade - 2

Jaideep Reddy M
Jaswanth D
Aishwarya P
Anirudh Srivatsan R
Muktheswar A

Grade - 6

Grade - 7

Chaitanya Likith G
Vasupradha S
Nithya Sree A
Sreeja G
Rusha Sree N V

Grade - 3

Grishma Reddy M
Srisanth M

Grade - 8

Rishitha E
Eashwar Sai K R

Grade - 4

Sai Sarma

Grade - 9

Hithin Vaibhav T

Grade - 10

Pravallika Rajyalakshmi S
Joshitha S
Sanjana N
Abhishiktha S

Grade - 5

Jershia Aslinraj
Rishith A S

www.edifyschooltirupati.com
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Individual Champions for Cultural & Literary Competitions 2017-18
Jasvika V - Grade 1
Sub Junior
Homaa G - Grade 3
Junior

Vasupradha S - Grade 6

Senior

Dhanurdhar K - Grade 7

Outstanding House in Co-Curricular activities
for the Academic Year 2017-18:- VENTUS

www.edifyschooltirupati.com
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Accomplishment of students in …'out of school activities'
These awards are instituted by the management of Edify School, Tirupati for the students who have exhibited
their exceptional performance in various events at State, National and International Level.

Kum. Nithya Sree A of grade VII secured 1st place
By reciting 100 vemamapadyalu conducted by
Genius Book Of Records in the month of August 2017.

M.Jovita of Grade 1 is an exceptional classical dancer and
bagged “best performer award” and also got a
certiﬁcate of Merit, conducted by National Bal Bhavan,
Delhi on the occasion of Children's Day.

Master. Kedharnadh K of Grade 9 worked on the concepts
“how robotics are helpful” and “conservation of animals” and
stood 1st at state level in robotics ,conducted at Chennai.

Master.Muktheswar A of Grade 2 secured 1st place
By reciting 100 vemamapadyalu conducted by
Genius Book Of Records in the month of August 2017.

20
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Kumari.V.Mohitha secured 12th position in
National School Chess Championship 2017-18.

Navashakthiof Grade X has been awarded the
“Best student of the year” by lawyer's voice, Tirupati.
She has embarked her name in the Guinness Book Of World
Record by participating in karate championship in the open
category and was able to ﬁnish TekikShodan Kata in 15 minutes.

Grishma Reddy of Grade 3 has achieved all
India 17th rank in the exam conducted by
NASO for the year 2017-18

Prasanna Venkatesh T R of Grade 9 participated in the
Athens of the East second International FIDE rating
Chess Tournament below 1600 at V.M.Chellam Century hall,
Madhurai, Tamilnadu in the month of November 2017.He also
participated in the open category and secured 1070 FIDE rating.

www.edifyschooltirupati.com
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One more feather in our cap - overall champion IIMUN
Competing in an IIMUN (International Indian Model United Nations) competition really needs a strategic
mind which makes one to instantly change his ideas, strategies, observations and many more. It's Ediﬁers
who made the 3 day IIMUN event held at Nellore, a grand one where every school had to turn around and
look at EDIFY. The kind of conﬁdence we carried, the emotions we took, the observations we made, the
participation we gave, the toughest competition we had given where the opponent really had to say that
Edify students are beyond expectations. Edify again proved that we are the champions. A special
mention of Anivarth.O, Abishikstha.S, Laasya.J, Maanas.D, Hemanth Raj.T, Mohith.C.R of Grade X , Sanjay
varma.P of Grade IX and Sreeja.G, Srujan.P, Venkata Hrishi Samay.J, Rushasree.N.V, Charishma.S,
Rishitha.S of Grade-VII were given special recognition in IIMUN and were conferred with medals and
certiﬁcates.

22
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Moments of frolic @ Edify
Importance of Celebrations in schools - Share our Similarities celebrate our differences
Celebrating festivals in schools have become an integral part of learning and building a strong cultural belief
in a child. Edify encourages students to embrace other traditions and culture just like the way they do with their
own.
Children will remember an important day only if they are told what the occasion signiﬁes, making them aware
in a more fun way. The events and festivals organized at Edify are often celebrated with great pomp and gaiety.
Apart from classroom activities, we also pay respect to other important festivals which must be celebrated in
order to understand country's tradition.
Such celebration will bring students closer to traditional and cultural belief. A close bond is built between the
students as they understand each other's different customs. Being a diverse country, the students need to
know what each festival means, and it is only through this celebration, students will get to know more about
our tradition, values, beliefs and customs.
The celebrations, customs and rituals of any institution reveals a great deal about its culture. At Edify children
are involved in dramatics, role play, skits and many more to bring out the importance of each and every
celebration.

Krishna Janmashtami Celebrations
Krishna Janmashtami also known as Krishnashtami, marks the birth of Lord Krishna, an incarnation of Lord
Vishnu.
Edify school celebrated Janmashtami on August 12 with great fervor and gaiety. Children from grade 1 to 10
came dressed in traditional attire. Beautiful decorations were put up to make this event more cheerful and
colourful. A beautiful backdrop was made with little Krishna in the cradle. To remember the day, a story on the
birth of Lord Krishna was shown. Children enjoyed decorating dandiya sticks and ﬂutes. Children merrily
performed Dandiya dance to the tunes of devotional songs. Children danced on the tunes of garba. A
'MatkiPhod' event was also organized to mark the mischievous nature of 'BalGopal'. They were served
sumptuous Krishna prasadam for a sweet ending to the entire celebration.

www.edifyschooltirupati.com
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Independence Day
Edify school celebrated its 71th Independence Day with zeal and sprit beﬁtting the occasion.
Director Mr. P. Praneeth accompanied by the Principal Ms. Lakshmi .S. Nair and Co-ordinators graced the
occasion. The Indian tricolour ﬂag was unfurled in the school ground in the morning. Grade X students
welcomed the gathering with a welcome speech. The school choir set the pitch and enthralled the audience
with the patriotic songs. The highlight of the program was the enactment of the Indian freedom struggle by
the students of primary and secondary. It urged today's generation to value the freedom we have secured after
the sacriﬁces of many. This colourful presentation received much deserved applause from the audience
present. Our Dynamic Director Mr. P. Praneeth addressed the students with a great speech.

24
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Ganesh Chaturthi Celebrations
Edify school celebrated this festival on 24th of august in a Unique way. As the school is concerned about the
fast degrading environment caused by air and water pollution, students were told to make Ganesh idols using
clay. Our school ART teacher Mr. N. Yugesh made a beautiful Ganesh idol with clay.
The celebrations started with a welcome speech by the students. Prayer was sung by school choir group. Then
the dignitaries lighted the lamp and started the cultural program. 9th grade students played a skit showing the
birth of lord Ganesh. There were programs like classical dance and instrumental play.
Our school Principal Ms. Lakshmi S Nair explained to the students the signiﬁcance of the festival. Narrating the
origins of Lord Ganesh, and asked the students to be obedient to their parents and caretakers and be
committed to their duties and responsibilities. The celebrations ended with a vote of thanks by school cultural
head. On the third day of Ganesh Festival our school caretakers immersed the idol in the near by pond.

Teacher's Day
Edify Celebrated Teachers day on September 5 with great fervor. To honour all the teachers who had been
instrumental in shaping their lives, the students of grade 6 to 10th put up a spectacular show for the occasion.
The Programme consisted of foot tapping songs, groovy dances and fun-ﬁlled interactions with teachers. The
event commenced with cultural caption with a welcome speech. Chief Guest Smt. P. Sulochana garu addressed
the students about the importance of the day and our school principal Ms. Lakshmi S Nair addressed the
students with a great speech. Dances performed were simply amazing and made everyone watching want to
dance along too. The fact that most of the songs were from the days when the teachers themselves were
students made the performance all the more enjoyable. It was truly a proud day for the teachers to bask in the
love and attention they received from their students.

www.edifyschooltirupati.com
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Diwali Celebrations
Festive spirit was in the air when Deepavali, the festival of lights, was celebrated with all its grandeur at Edify
School Campus.
At EDIFY, a special assembly was held on the occasion. Lighting lamps, speeches, dance performances,
recitation of poems and a special song were the highlights of the assembly. The day was a memorable event.
All the students and staff were dressed up in ethnic attire. The special event began with an invocation song. Girl
students from grades III to X in traditional costumes staged a presentation highlighting the diversities in the
celebration of Deepavali across the country.

Children’s Day Celebrations
Edify school celebrated Children's day with a great pomp on November 14th. Students arrived to school
dressed in colourful dressed and were ﬁlled with excitement during the celebration. Celebrations started with
a prayer song by choir group of our school. The Chief Guest Smt. P. Sulochana garu started the occasion by
lighting up the lamp. Teachers did not hold back and prepared dance and sang songs and also presented a
small skit. Our Chief Guest Smt. P. Sulochana garu addressed the students with her heart touching words and
our School Principal Ms. Lakshmi S Nair addressed the students with her energetic words. There were classical
and western dance performances by primary and secondary grades students. The celebration was concluded
with sweet distribution among the students.
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New Year Celebrations
Edify school, bid a beﬁtting farewell to 2017 by organizing new celebrations. Celebrations started with prayer
song by choir group of our school. The classical and western dances performance were performed by students
with a great energy way. Our school principal Ms. Lakshmi S Nair addressed the students by talking about the
New Year resolutions. Jovita from grade I, has enthralled the audience with her Classical Dance. By the end of
the celebrations there was a cake cutting programme.

Sankranthi Celebrations
Edify School hosted the Sankranti celebrations in a grand, traditional and devotional manner with the
traditional and colourful Rangoli drawings by the girls, the school wore a new look resembling Sankranti
Lakshmi. All the students were present in traditional attire to add colour to the festive mood. The Principal
Ms.Lakshmi S Nair blazed the bonﬁre amidst fun ﬁlled and enthusiastic children. The celebrations reﬂected
village atmosphere that included bhogi sambaralu.
Chief Guest Ms.Sulochanagaru and School principal Ms. Lakshmi S Nair, coordinators Ms.Jahnavi and
Ms.Namrata and staff members also participated in lighting up the bhogi ﬁre. The school adorned a festive
look where students let their imagination loose to decorate the premises with gobbemmalu and colourful
spread of 'rangoli'.

www.edifyschooltirupati.com
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Republic Day
Edify school celebrated 69th Republic day with great patriotism. Our school house captains welcomed Chief
Guest Dr.P.Prashanth garu Vice Chairman of Sri Padmavathi Educational Institutions accompanied by the
school Principal Ms.Lakshmi S Nair garu and the Co-ordinators.
A March past was conducted by the school head girl and house captains. Then the National ﬂag was unfurled
by the chief guest.
Dr.Prasanth addressed the students about the history of Republic Day, explaining the signiﬁcance and the
sacriﬁce of the great patriots who gave away their lives for the cause of the nation. The school Principal
Ms.Lakshmi S Nair, inspired and motivated the students to become better citizens of tomorrow and assume a
sense of social responsibility. There were many cultural programs like Musical orchestra, western dances and
patriotic songs. Our school Head Girl Abhishikta conveyed a wonderful message on the occasion of Republic
Day.
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Annual Day
The 3rd Annual Day of Edify School ,Tirupati held on the 11th of February, 2018 was an evening to remember.
The huge stage with LED screen built in the school campus built up expectations of the show being on a larger
scale. Well, those expectations were not only met, but they were surpassed when the show began where more
than 700 students ,dressed in colourful attires across Grades IK-1 to Grade X assembled a resplendent pageant
of art, music, dance and drama in culmination of the year-long journey of discovery. No effort was spared and
the result spoke for itself. Pretty props with snap plays and dance or songs by the students enthused the
arriving parents as they entered the School campus. The student members of media club interviewed
students,parents and the invited guests of annual day.
The eloquent anchors led the audience through the programme. As usual after the lighting of the lamp the
graceful singers presented a prayer song invoking God's blessings on the evening's proceedings. The welcome
address was delivered by Dr.Prasanth,the Vice Chairman of SPEI.The dignitaries were felicitated with ﬂoral
bouquets and mementoes as a token of love. The Annual Report encapsulated the major events and
achievements of the year 2017-18. This was followed by the Prize Distribution Ceremony where in students
were awarded certiﬁcates,medal and mementoes for their achievements.The Director of Edify School
Mr.Praneeth proposed vote of thanks.
The Chief Guest of the evening was Mr.P.Krishnaiah (Retd) IAS, Executive chairman APIIC.
Mr.C.Hari Kiran IAS,Commissioner Municipal Corporation and Smt.SugunaGaruMLA ,Tirupati were the Guest
of Honour. The evening became more splendid and vibrant when the special Invitees Mr.SrinivasAvasarala
,tollywood Director & actor and Mr.Anup Rubens, the tollywood music director graced the occasion.
The Principal of Edify School Ms.Lakshmi S Nair, Director Mr.P.Praneeth ,Vice Chairman of SPEI Dr.Prashanth
and The Chair Person of SPEI, Smt. P. Sulochana garu extended a hearty welcome to the guests.
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Farewell to outgoing Grade - X students
It is often said that the best period in the life of anyone is the time that he or she spends in school. This is,
undoubtedly, golden era, which students recollect nostalgically for the rest of their stay in the world.
“We All Have Time Machines, Some Take Us Back They Are Called “Memories” And Some Take Us Forward They
Are Called “Dreams”, by this teary-eyed quote in mind, the students, staff and management of Edify
School,Tirupati bid farewell to the outgoing students of Grade X. It was an occasion for the outgoing students
to look back at the time that they spent in the lawns of Edify School Campus and the professional education
that they acquired during the period.
Mr.P.Praneeth , Director of the school, was the guest on the occasion. He wished all the best to the outgoing
students for success and accomplishments in all their future endeavours. The program was followed by
speeches of the Principal and Co-ordinators and teachers of Grade - X. The students of Grade IX got the framed
class photograph of Grade X and presented to each one of them as a memorable gift.
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Student Council
Investiture Ceremony
Edify School, Tirupati held its investiture ceremony on 22nd of July for the newly elected members of the
Students' Council. The school Principal Ms. Lakshmi S Nair and the Director Mr. P. Praneeth formally inducted
the Head Boy Master. Shashanth, Head Girl Kumari. Abhishiktha by handing over the ceremonial sash and ﬂag.
The House Captains , House Vice Captains of four houses along with Sports Captain & Vice Captain and
cultural Captain & Vice Captain were inducted.
The newly-elected members of the Students’ Council of Edify School, Tirupati were inducted in a grand
ceremony.
The event began with a prayer song by the school choir. The student council under the leadership of the Head
Boy and Head Girl took the oath. Mr.Praneeth congratulated the council members and exhorted them to
become better leaders of tomorrow. The Primary and secondary coordinators also graced the occasion.

STUDENT COUNCIL SENIORS 2017 - 18
S No

Category

Name of the Student

Grade & Sec.

1.

Head Boy

Sashanth Reddy P

X Mavericks

2.

Head Girl

Abhishikta S

X Stalwarts

3.

Sports Captain

Nava Shakthi R

X Mavericks

4.

Sports Vice Captain

Vihary S

IX Mavericks

5.

Cultural Captain

Swapna Priya .M

IX Stalwarts

6.

Cultural Vice Captain

Advaitha Reddy A

IX Stalwarts

HOUSE LEADERS
S No

33

Category

Name of the Student

Grade & Sec.

1.

VENTUS House Captain

Bhargav Santhosh P

X Stalwarts

2.

VENTUS House Vice Captain

Adhi Kesavulu G

IX Mavericks

3.

IGNIS House Captain

Manas D

X Mavericks

4.

IGNIS House Vice Captain

Manisha Gupta C

IX Mavericks

5.

TERRA House Captain

Laasya J

X Stalwarts

6.

TERRA House Vice Captain

Sri Yakshitaa P

IX Stalwarts

7.

AQUA House Captain

Dhanush Vihari B

X Mavericks

8.

AQUA House Vice Captain

Pranav Kumar Reddy V

IX Mavericks
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JUNIORS STUDENT COUNCIL - 2017 -18
S No

Category

Name of the Student

Grade & Sec.

1.

Head Boy

Rishith Satya A

V Pioneers

2.

Head Girl

Bhumi G

V Pioneers

HOUSE LEADERS
S No

Category

Name of the Student

Grade & Sec.

1.

VENTUS House Captain

Vedanth R S

V Mavericks

2.

VENTUS House Vice Captain

Chandra Mouli A

IV Mavericks

3.

IGNIS House Captain

Lakshita N

V Stalwarts

4.

IGNIS House Vice Captain

Joel Raj C

IV Mavericks

5.

TERRA House Captain

Krisha D

V Mavericks

6.

TERRA House Vice Captain

SaI Sharma

IV Stalwarts

7.

AQUA House Captain

Vaishnavi R

V Stalwarts

8.

AQUA House Vice Captain

Krishna Sahithya V

IV Stalwarts
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Games & Sports
Annual Sports Meet 2017-18
The most important learning through physical education routine in the school is that it develops co-operation,
teamwork and leadership skills in children. Physical education is an integral part of the holistic development of
a child because it's a link to good health, muscle strength and ﬁtness, builds conﬁdence, enhances self-esteem
among young ones.
Sports prepare children to become liberal individual and apply the spirit of team work in all areas of his/her life.
Our motive at Edify is to build not just winners on the ﬁeld, but well-balanced healthy individuals who will have
much more to contribute to the society and the world.
This year sports day witnessed the enthralling performances and hard work put-up by all our students.
Multiple hours of training and strenuous effort taken by the students and teachers will ever be inscribed in the
history of the EDIFY.
The Edify school celebrated its Sports Day on December 23, 2018. Our Honorary chief guest, Ms.
Sulochanagaru encouraged our students with her vibrating speech. The school Principal Ms. Lakshmi S Nair
also honoured us with her presence.
The Sports day started with the Lighting of lamp and a prayer by school choir group .The chief guest, Ms.
Sulochana garu was accompanied by our Principal and academic co-ordinators.
Ms. Lakshmi S Nair and the coordinators delivered speeches which highlighted the dos and don'ts in the area
of sports. Our sports day began with the march past and the chief guest took the salute. To enliven the sports
event, the Olympic torch was lit by the Chief Guest, and she declared the sports meet open.
The higher class students scorched the racing tracks. After the fun games and track events were over, the
winners were declared and were awarded with certiﬁcates, medals and trophies. AQUA (Blue) House bagged
the overall championship for the 4th year in a row.

Individual Champions & Best Athlete in Annual Sports Meet 2017-18
Individual Champion - Senior Boys

Sai Reshwanth P – Grade IX

Individual Champion - Senior Girls

Thanusha C - Grade IX

Individual Champion - Junior Boys

Vedanth S - Grade V

Individual Champion - Junior Girls

Shaik Nusrath – Grade VI

Best Junior Athlete

Sai Sathvika A C - Grade VI

Best Senior Athlete

Pravallika Rajyalakshmi S – Grade X

www.edifyschooltirupati.com
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Outstanding House in Sports & Games for
the Academic Year 2017-18 : AQUA
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CBSE South Zone Skating Championship - 2017-18
'”Sports has the power to change the world. It has the power to inspire and unite people”
Edify School,Tirupati successfully hosted The South Zone Skating Championship conducted by CBSE
nd

Consecutive 2 Year. An unprecedented turn out of around 2500 participants is the ﬁrst time ever in the history
of CBSE Skating Championship.The Invitees for the inaugural function were Mr A.Ravikumar IPS, Chief
Vigilance Security Ofﬁcer,TTD and Mr.Manish Kumar ,Asst commandant, Garuda International
Terminal,Renigunta.The school Principal Ms.Lakshmi S Nair, The Director Mr.P.Praneeth and the Academic
Director Mr.Ranganayukulu extended a hearty welcome to the guests.The Skating championship was led by a
team of 18 expert ofﬁcials. The chief Observer was Mr.Mahesh Abhimanyu and Mr.Ravish was the Chief
Referee.
th

The event started on 18 of September and went on for ﬁve days with skating competitions for different
categories and age groups. There were participants from six different states of south India. A planned program
nd

and thorough coordination made this event a huge success. The event was declared closed on 22 and the
medal winners were awarded certiﬁcates by the school Principal and The Chair Person of SPEI.
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After school activities - A healthy way for children to relax and let off steam
The beneﬁts of after school activities for children are wide and varied, ranging from physical beneﬁts due to the
promotion of increased activity, to psychological and social advantages. Encouraging children to engage in
activities after school could aid their development. The skills and habits a child learns during his or her school
years help to shape the kind of future they will lead as an adult. As a result, after school activities that promote
everything from healthy-living habits, to leadership skills, good time-management, and better social or
academic performance have plenty of advantages to offer.
Academic grades, study habits, and school-based behaviour all improve when children attend regular after
school activities. After all, if a child learns something new in an after school activity, it could boost their
understanding of school subjects .Even if that activity doesn't relate directly to class work. Discovering that
they have a talent for something can give children a new source of conﬁdence or passion that translates into
their behaviour at school.
At Edify we offer various indoor and outdoor activities for students like ﬁne arts, performing arts, yoga, chess,
cricket, tennis, swimming, skating and athletics.
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Clubs @ Edify
“You can’t wait for inspiration. You have to go after it with a club.”
The club at its best creates a society of personalities with a community sense, which is the essence of good
citizenship… We are not concerned with the making of 'good club members' or 'well-organized youth groups',
but with a much wider issue, the making of good citizens. This can only be done in a society where each
member is important, where each one is given a chance to contribute something to the life of the group – the
leader no more and no less than the member. —Josephine Brew
Clubs are so vital because they are the ultimate in experiential learning for young people, giving them the
leadership and power to make their own decisions and watch how those decisions effect their life and the lives
of others! We meet people who have similar interests to ours. You may also meet people from different
backgrounds who you may not have the opportunity to interact with before. Team work and respect are two
important life-skills that can carry students through life. By joining clubs or teams, students learn to work
together towards a common goal, learn to respect coaches, leaders, themselves, and one another.
At Edify School students are into different clubs like Creative club, Literary club, Environmental club, Cuisine
club and Media club. The students are given freedom to choose the club based on their own creativity and
interest as a result they thoroughly enjoy and bring out their best always.

Creative Club
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Environmental Club

Literary Club
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Cuisine Club

Media Club
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Teacher’s Treatise
In an ever-changing technological world, computers seem to be at the forefront of
education. At the same time, the exact impact of using technology for instruction is still
unknown.
Some questions teaching communities grapple with are technology's role in student's desire to learn
and how technology affects the retention of the information. More speciﬁcally, it would be useful to
know whether students respond in a more positive manner to participating in a social studies class
when using web 2.0 tools versus when using paper-based methods. For an educator in the 21st
century, it is important to gain a deeper understanding of the impact of technology on education. The
general Technology and its Effect on Motivation and Retention was “To what extent does technology
help student motivation and retention of information in a classroom? To this end, for this
investigation, we have outlined three major goals. First, the purpose of this study is to uncover
students' motivation for learning when engaging with technology during the instructional time. The
second goal is to measure the retention of information after using two different methods of teaching.
The ﬁnal goal of this study is to analyze a smaller special needs group and how their motivation and
retention are affected by technology-based projects. Motivation is a fundamental concern among
teachers. Motivating students is a continual problem throughout education and although there are
no clear-cut solutions, there are several strategies to help teachers with the dilemma. Motivation is
generally deﬁned as an internal condition that initiates behavior.
“Technology will not replace great teachers but technology in the hands of great teachers can
be Transformational”.

Ms. P Jahnavi
Academic Coordinator,
Edify School, Tirupati.
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“Art is not what you see, but what you make others see”.
“Photography is more than a medium for factual communication of ideas. It is a creative art.”
Eclipse: An obscuring of the light from one celestial body by the passage of another between it and the
observer or between it and its source of illumination.
Blood moon: The phenomenon whereby the moon in
total eclipse appears reddish in colour as it is illuminated
by sunlight ﬁltered and refracted by the earth's
atmosphere.
Blue moon: A phenomenon whereby the moon appears
bluish owing to smoke or dust particles in the
atmosphere.
• A second full moon in a calendar month.
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Super moon: The phenomenon whereby the moon
appears particularly large in the sky owing to the
coincidence of its closest approach to the earth (the
perigee) with a full (or new) moon.
Super blue blood moon: A total lunar eclipse occurred
on January 31, 2018.
The Moon was near its perigee on January 30 and so
may be described as a “super moon”.
The previous super moon lunar eclipse was in
September 2015.
As it was also a blue moon, the second full moon in the
calendar month of January 2018, it was reffered to as a
“super blue blood moon” the term blood refers to the typical colour of the moon during a
total lunar eclipse. This coincidence last occurred on December 30, 1982 for the eastern
hemisphere, and otherwise before that on March 31, 1866. The next occurrence will be on
January 31, 2037, one metonic cycle (19 years) later.

Photo Credit : Mr. Yugesh Nagisetty
Art & Craft Teacher
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Gen Z Kids and Social Media
Social media has grown tremendously in the last few years. From 2006 onwards the growth rate is
unexpectedly very high. Especially Facebook and Twitter have grown much faster and captured millions of
users in just a few years. The way technology is growing, it is obvious that more and more people are going to
grasp its beneﬁts. It has brought a lot of advantages for the society. From progressed nations to underdeveloped countries, every nation is utilizing the power of social media to enhance life and use it for the
bitterness of the people.
Some parents are of the opinion that social media can be very distracting and harmful for students. On the
contrary, social media offers plenty of opportunities for learning and interaction. It is rather simple to see how
students beneﬁt from social media. By using technology in classrooms, the young generation is paving a new
way of education and learning. Students are getting to explore and experience the world not only by books
and assignments; but also by adapting a new form of communication. In a world where your networks and
connections are important, graduates enter the workplaces with a lot more to offer.
What exactly are students learning by using social media?
Networks: Social media connections are designed to increase your networks, form communities and interact
easily. Today's students are accessing Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn and other such social networking sites to
connect and share information with those around them. One of the most fascinating things about social media
is the way the users can interact and engage with each other through a mere web presence without having to
meet someone in person.
Web rendezvous: Students share personal information, links to other sites or comment on someone's post. By
doing this, they get engaged with each other instantly. The use of social media has made it easier and faster to
interact with peers or teachers about class-related topics. In a world where online engagements are important
for businesses, these students are already experts at developing an online presence. Students are also experts
in interacting with others on the internet. They know how to use basic as well as complex functions on various
social media sites.
Sharing Information: Students are continuously connected to the internet through their mobiles, tablets, etc.
and hence rapidly transmit information to friends, family and other connections. This information is a lot more
than just hilarious videos or vacation snapshots. People share views, opinions, tips, projects, study material and
other such useful stuff with each other. They exchange helpful information for classes and examinations. Their
ability to access, evaluate, maintain and share information is fantastic without even being aware that they are
actually developing such skills day by day. The older generations need to understand the magnitude of this
new style of communication.
However, on the other hand it has also affected the society in the negative way. Just like
anything which can be used for both good and bad, social media have also provided the
negative and positive ways for the people. It is all about the usage and getting things done
positively by using the power of social media. It is in the hands of the user to choose the social
media.

Ms. A. P. Geetha Bhaskar
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Training programs for faculty
Capacity building program by CBSE
“Training the trainers”. At Edify school there was a two day workshop on “Classroom Management” by “Centre
of Excellence”, Kakinada, CBSE.
It was more of hands on training and learning .This two day programme had enlightened the faculty and they
have further enhanced themselves in classroom management.

Faculty Development Program
“Life of a teacher begins when you realise that you are always a learner.”
Our faculty were empowered with stimulating teaching techniques, nuances of student centric learning
during a week before the school started in the month of June.
For this, we invited eminent speakers and subject experts like Dr.Ranganayakulu , Dr. Sridhar, Dr. Arunachalam
and Dr. Kiran Kranth Choudary for enlightening our faculty.It was indeed most precious moments for all us to
have them as speakers.
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Student Monograph
Feelings about field trip
I am very happy to go outside. One day in our school, we went to ﬁeld trip to “ ABHAYA KSHETHRAM”. There I
saw so many sick people, old people and kids. We took some food like fruits, bread etc., and distributed them.
My madam said that, they don't have proper food and no one is for them. At that time I was very sad to see
them. After going home I said to my mom and dad “ mom I don't want any gifts on my birthday. I will give some
food for them on my birthday. And also after growing I will give some money to them”. They were very happy.
Thanks to Divya mam for taking us for that ﬁeld trip.
G.Ruthvik, I/S

Festivals and celebrations at school
Children's day is celebrated on 14th November.
We the ediﬁers celebrated children's day in a very grand way. The event started with daily prayer. My principal
madam gave speech on cha-cha Nehru and other dignitaries present on the stage. We had different
programmes like singing, dancing and other programmes. Ediﬁers came in colourful dresses. School has
distributed sweets and chocolates. We enjoyed a lot.
D.Krishika, I/S

My Dream Job
My dream job is to become a doctor.
I will bring new methods for good treatment.
I will give best medicines.
I will help the poor people.
I will train more people.
I will bring good hospital in villages.
I will be a part of India to serve people.
Ajay.G, I/M
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Makara Sankranthi
We the ediﬁers celebrated Sankranti in our school with lots of fun and
enthusiasm. It is a harvest festival celebrated in India. On the ﬁrst day 'Bhogi', we
woke up very early and lit Bhogiﬁre with all waste materials in it Young girls
gather around rangoli and dance, singing 'gobbiyallu' chorus, the next day
'Sankranti', people offer prayers to sun God and their fore fathers who passed
away. The third day 'kanuma', is meant for cattle. They decorate the cattle and
give its favourite food. In this way the three days of Sankranti are celebrated with
lots of happiness and enthusiasm.
M.Poorvika, I/S

Poem
Hi every one,
I am Anshika but my papa and mama call me happy.
I get up in time and make them happy.
I eat well and make them happy.
I study well and make them happy.
I behave well and make them happy.
So, that is why I am
Happy, Happy, Happy.

P.Anshika, I/T

Thank You
I have to say two little words to everyone, to my school, teachers, moms, dads, grandparents and all i.e., thank you.
You all taught us to read write and learn. You helped us to wear our shoes, learn shapes and colors too.
Edify made us to know about
Friendship
Im1
Community helpers
Im2
Water cycle
Im3
Different plants
Im4
Festivals of all religions
Im5
And I learned good handwriting using spaces,
I used capital letters at beginning of sentences.
I used punctuation mark at end of sentences.
I tried my best when spelling my words.
I enjoyed ﬁre drill and lunchtime spills.
I will cherish all the things which I learned in my First grade.
Thank you edify.
I am proud to be an ediﬁer.
www.edifyschooltirupati.com
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My class teacher
My class teacher name is prathima.
She is very kind.
I love her very much.
She teaches us lessons and good behavior.
She encourages me in every aspect.
She is really god's gift for me.
Thank you mam for all the things have done for me.

P
R
A
T
H
I
M
A

-

Polite
Respectable
Active
Talented
Honest
Independent
Modern
Attractive

Palindrome
Did
Noon
Anna
Dad
Mom
Mum
Sis
Pep

eve
pop
nun
deed
radar
pup
madam
stats

peep
gag
toot
bob
tot
bib
eye
Hannah

Some palindrome sentences
• Did dad say as dad did.
• Madam I'm adam.
• Was it a rat I saw.

A.Muktheswar, II/S

Poem
Eeenie, Weenie, Tiny Me
Eeenie, weenie, tiny me
That's all you could say of me
To see me cry and yawn
On the day I was born.

I've heard my mama say
How much I cried on that day
The ﬁrst breath of air I took
The ﬁrst time I had a look.
I've heard my papa say,
How much he waited for that day
To see me and on the swing to sway
To care for me all the way.
A.Mukthewar, II/S
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Field Trips (Zoo)
On October 11, 2017 we left for Zoo with our friends and teachers in our school bus.
A zoo does not contain ordinary birds and animals which we usually see in our villages and towns.
Monkeys and Gibbons were roaming freely. There were different kinds of parrots, pigeons, peacocks
and emu, the ﬂightless bird. We saw deers with long horns very closely. I liked elephant with its long tusk. My
mom told that elephants communicate by touch, sight, smell and sound. All God's creations are wonderful. I
enjoyed my trip to zoo.
Arjun, II/S
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A Glimpse of my school
I am the student of Edify school. I am proud to say this, as edify school is a perfect example for a temple of
education of mind and soul.
Late Dr. P. Mohan Rao garu the founder of SPEI, was the person behind the screen of establishment and the
Director, Principal, Teachers and the staff are the persons before the screen of development.
The school has provided us an environment of curiosity and creativity. Indoor and outdoor activities are very
interesting. The school starts with an assembly, runs with many events and celebrations and ends with
knowledge and achievement.
Mine is a joyful and wonderful journey in these 4 years. I can conﬁdently say that both my teachers and parents
are equally playing an important role in shaping the future of children. Edify teacher is my brothers ﬁrst
teacher.
M.Grishma, III/M

Riddles on Alphabet
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Which alphabet indicates singular?
Which alphabet is an insect?
Which alphabet relates to the water?
Which alphabet refers to a human organ?
Which alphabet indicates an exclamation?
Which alphabet indicates an orderly line?
Which alphabet indicates afﬁrmation?
Which alphabet indicates a pronoun?
Which alphabet denotes Roman numeral?
Which alphabet indicates a question?

Answers:1. A(a) 2. B(bee) 3. C(sea) 4. I(eye) 5. O(oh)
6. Q(Queue) 7. S(yes) 8. U(you) 9.V(ﬁve) 10. Y(why)

R.Thanyasree, III/P

My Friends
I have many friends
Some good, some bad,
Some wicked and some innocent;
But we are always united.

Though we ﬁght with one another,
We also ﬁght for each other;
We show kindness to each other;
We are always united.

Though we tease one another
We also share with each other,
We are ready to lose for each other;
We are always united.
R.Thanyasree, III/P
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Jokes
1.

2.

3.

Ram: Teacher, will you scold a boy for something he didn't do?
Teacher:- of course not
Ram: That's good, I didn't do my homework.
Ravi:- my dog can count
Teacher : How?
Ravi: I ask him. How much two minus two is and he says nothing.
Krishna: Radha your father is a teacher and you cannot read and write.
Radha : your father is a doctor and your little brother has no teeth.
M.B.Thanmai,III/P

Riddles
What can travel around the world while staying in a corner?
Ans:- A Stamp
What has a head and tail, no body?
Ans:- A Coin.
What has an eye but cannot see?
Ans:- A Needle.
What gets wetter and wetter the more it dries?
Ans:- Towel
What kind of room has no doors or windows?
Ans:- Mushroom.
I am beautiful, I have six legs, I can ﬂy, I am colorful, I eat honey?
Ans:- Butterﬂy
I have a long stem, I have yellow petals, people eat my seeds?
Ans:- Sunﬂower
Iam used for eating, but no one will eat me?
Ans:- plate.
Yoshitha Reddy, III/T
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Your attitude determines your altitude
There was a man who made his living selling balloons at the fare. He had balloons of many different colors,
including red, yellow, blue and green. whenever business was slow, he would release a helium – ﬁlled balloon
into the air. When the children saw the balloon go up, they all wanted one. They would come up to him, buy a
balloon and his sales would go up. All day, he continued to release a balloon whenever the sales slowed
down, one day the balloon man felt someone is tugging at his jacket. He turned around and a little boy asked,
“if you release a black balloon, would that also ﬂy?” moved the balloon boy's concern, the man replied gently,
“ son, it is not color of the balloon it is what's inside that makes it go up.
Pavanik Sai, III/S

Experience during my own learning
Let me have the privilege to tell you my experience during my own learning at Edify school. A couple of years
ago on a ﬁne morning of June my loving parents had admitted me in this school. My learning here has begun
sprouting like a small plant in the beautiful blossom garden. I as a small plant needs watering and manuring
for its richest growth to be fruitful. The timely curing by my beloved parents and encouraging teachers here
has sharpened my enthusiasm in learning.
P.Sharini, III/M

Poem on Family
Loving and caring parent, affectionate grandparents and brother, good friends and relatives; what a sweet
home it is!
A good family is a sweet family and home; where there is a caring father; where there is a kind and benevolent
mother;
Where there are affectionate sisters and brothers; where happiness and joy ever reign; where one can,
Live without worries and carves.
Learn all good qualities and
Grow into a good person.
Sai Tejaswini.L, IV/S

Acrostic poem on earth
E
A
R
T
H

- Earth is so beautiful
- April 22 is earth day
- Recycle and reduce
- To keep it tidy and clean
- Help trees and plants
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Done by:- Aarti, IV/T
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Poem on wonderful mom
God made a wonderful mom
A mother who never grows old
He made her heart with pure gold
He made her smile like the sun shine
In her eye he placed a bright shining star
In her cheeks fair roses you see
God made that wonderful mother
And he gave that mother to me.

Sai Tejaswini. L, IV/S

Swacch Bharath
Before I start explaining about “How can I keep India clean” Let me tell you what the meaning of “swacch
Bharath” is. The word “Swacch” means clean or tidy and “Bharath” means our “Motherland”, so the meaning
is clean India or tidy India.
I always wonder why do my parents or teachers tell me to maintain cleanliness. I was thinking every time
about cleanliness. After thinking for a long time. I got one Idea! I said to myself, let's clean my rack. My rack
was so clumsy. I cleaned it and kept all my books in order. I couldn't believe whether it was my rack or not, it
was so… nice to see. So I decided to keep my surrounding clean and I thought of passing this request to
people whom I know. It's not my will, it's my duty to keep my surroundings clean. I request all the students to
keep themselves clean, then home, their street and ﬁnally our country India. We trust that people who are
coming to our house and collecting the garbage are just throwing it in the open yards. I fear for the diseases
that spread. How can we keep India clean?? I'll tell you!! We should not throw covers, wrappers, garbage,
trash etc… on roads or near houses. We should give it in recycle shop. We should throw trash only in dustbins.
Once we start implementing new rules, I hope India will be one of the best countries. Usage of plastic covers
must be banned as they are non-biodegradable. As we compare each and everything with other countries
the person who spits or throws trash on roads must be ﬁned. The people must use closed washrooms or
toilets. Somebody who doesn't follow the rules must be punished severely. “Now, it's time to understand that
India is our Motherland!!
S. Sahithee, IV/T

Solving a Problem
A Problem of solving a problem is not a problem, but when a problem solves a problem with out any
problem, then the problem is not at all a problem.
Hansika, VI/T
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Riddles
1.
A.
2.
A.
3.
A.
4.
A.
5.
A.

I start with 'p' and end with 'e' but I have thousands of letters.
Post ofﬁce.
I'm tall when I'm young and I'm short when I'm old. What am I?
A Candle.
What has hands but cannot clap?
A clock.
What is at the end of a rainbow?
The letter W.
What can run but can't walk.
A drop of water.

P.Rachana, V/T.

Tongue Twisters
Seven slick slimy snakes slowly sliding southward.
If kantie can tie and untie a tie, why can't I tie a tie and untie a tie like kantie can
Which witch switched the swiss wrist watches?
No need to light a nightlight on a light night like tonight.
If you notice this notice, you will notice that this notice is not worth noticing.
How much pot, could a pot roast, if a pot roast could roast pot.
I have got a date at a quarter to eight, I will see you at the gate, so don't be late.
Done by: J.Venkata khyathi, V/S

The title of the cricket
There are so many greatest cricket players like kohli, dhoni, sachin, don bradman etc………….
One day I went to see a match between India and South Africa. It was a T20 format match. In that match I was
inspired by a player called virat kohli. That time I understood that if I work hard by playing cricket. I can also
become like him. After some years I went to U13, U16 and U19. I scored 2000 runs in all the three. Next I went
to selections I played every shot. Then they selected me for world cricket. I am the Indian team captain and
wicket keeper. Yeah ﬁnally I have become a world cricketer.
“If you keep an ambition in your heart you can realize it when you grow up.”
Ankith, V/P
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Acrostic poem
P
Password for knowledge
A
Ask questions
R
Responsible
E
Empathetic
N
New
T
Treatment
S
Sacred
Parents will take our responsibilities in every aspect. “I love my parents”.
Done by : P.Ankith, V/P

Riddles
1.
A.
2.
A.
3.
A.
4.
A.
5.
A.
6.
A.

What starts with the letter “t”, is ﬁlled with “t” and ends in “t”?
A teapot.
You walk into a room with a match, a kerosene lamp, a candle and a ﬁre place. Which do you light ﬁrst?
The match.
How many months have 28 days?
All 12 months.
What goes around and around the wood but never goes into the wood?
The bark on a tree.
A cowboy rides into town on Friday, stays for three days, then leaves on Friday. How did he do it.
His horse's name was Friday.
Using only addition, how do you add 8's and get the number 1000?
888 + 88 + 8 + 8 + 8 = 1000.

S.Bhumi Gehlot, V/P

Impact of technology
Technology has a great impact in our lives. The impacts are positive as well as negative. Technology impacts
the environment, people and society as a whole. Technology by its own is not harmful to society. Our society
uses technology to achieve speciﬁc goals. Technology has also an effect on the growth of economy, our
culture and our living standards. Technology has greatly helped us to become more efﬁcient thus increasing
our productivity. It also helped us a great deal to be able to save on many resources such as time and money.
For instance the great technological improvements in health care saved many lives. With every advancement
that is made in this technological word, destruction results. Despite the fact we cannot really ignore that
there are number of ways in which technology negatively impacts our society for the better part. It has greatly
helped to make our lives better.
D. Jershia Aslin Raj, V/M
www.edifyschooltirupati.com
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Festival and celebrations at school
We the ediﬁers celebrated Sankranti festival in a very grand manner. The program started with Morning
Prayer. Ediﬁers wore colorful traditional dresses. There were many programs like western dance, classical
dance, songs, skits, speeches etc…………
We participated in group song & group dance. Students of grade 1 and 2 had a fancy dress competition.
There was a kite ﬂying for boys and rangoli competition for girls, both events were very colorful.
Management provided us sumptuous meal. We enjoyed a lot.
D. Krisha, V/M

Tongue Twisters
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

A sailor went to sea to see, what he could see and all he could see was sea| sea | sea.
An ape hates grape cakes
Friendly ﬂeas and ﬁre ﬂies
Sally sold sea shells by the sea shore
Run right round the road
Harry has a happy hamster
Unique new York
Red lorry, yellow lorry
I scream, you scream, we all scream for Ice cream
A double bubble gum bubble double
K.Joshitha, V/S
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The story of a cricketer
Once there was an intelligent boy. One day he and his parents went to watch an IPL match between Chennai
super kings and Mumbai Indians. One batsman from C.S.K team scored 56. The boy liked him very much. That
man's name was M.S.Dhoni. The boy was inspired by M.S.Dhoni. The boy started playing cricket with his father.
His parents joined him in cricket coaching class. But he was not regular and stopped going for coaching after a
few days. This happened a couple of times. After 3 years, he went for cricket coaching again for 3months and
learnt basics. At 10 years of age he joined cricket coaching again. But this time he was more determined. After
some training, he got selected for his school team and then u-14 team. He scored 5 centuries in 5 matches with
a strike rate of 300.00. he got selected for Indian National Team. He then, became Indian Cricket Team Captain
and created many records.
A.S.Rishith V/P

DAUGHTER
Daughter is not equal to tension – Daughter is equal to “TEN SONS”.
“When she is silent”
Mother says: “Are you ﬁne my child?”
Father says : “Why is there so much silence”?
Brother says: “Are you angry with me”?
Sister says:
“Are you feeling any problem”?
“It's like all happiness has gone from the house”.
DAUGHTERS ARE LIKE “PARROTS” IN THE HOUSE
M. Thanmayee, V/P

Story Adventures of Kethana & Harsha
Once upon a time there lived a girl and a boy their names were kethana and Harsha. They lived near an ocean
doing ﬁshing and selling them in the market. One day they went to ﬁshing in the ocean. They saw an island
sparkling a lot. They went to see what's there on the island. When they went inside the mountain there was a
big dragon. Kethana and Harsha hid behind a rock. Then they saw a rabbit going to the mountain. The
dragon ran to catch it but the rabbit stood in front of the Dragon. Then left the rabbit. Then they understood
that dragon can't see when something is still. Then they saw a big sword beside them. Kethana took the
sword and went in front of the dragon and thrust the sword into the Dragon's heart. The Dragon died. Then
they saw a room full of gems, diamonds, gold, gold chains, gold rings etc. in the room. They became very
happy and lived the rest of their lives comfortably.
The end……..
T.Kethana Reddy, V/T
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Active voice and passive voice
Active voice
In last summer vacation, we visited Hyderabad. There we saw many beautiful places like snow world,
Charminar, Buddha statue, NTR Garden, Golconda fort and Zoo Park. We played on snow game at snow
world we enjoyed a lot. We visited Buddha statue we ate Hyderabad biryani at paradise. We purchased many
different color bangles at Charminar circle. We travelled in a toy train at NTR Garden. We saw wild animals,
birds, snakes and domestic animals at Zoo Park we celebrated last summer vacation happily.
Passive voice
Hyderabad was visited by us in last summer there many beautiful places like snow world, Charminar, Buddha
statue, NTR Garden, Golconda fort and Zoo Park were seen by us. Snow game was played by us at snow
world. Hyderabad biryani was eaten by us at paradise. Different color bangles were purchased by us at
Charminar circle. In try train we had travelled at NTR garden. Wild animals, birds, snakes and domestic
animals were seen by us at Zoo Park. Last summer vacation was celebrated by us happily.
Thank you
C.Sushanth, V/S

Social Media
Social media is the medium used to socialize through networks. These networks are also called social
networking sites. The popular social networking sites are Facebook, WhatsApp, and twitter.
Today social media has become an essential part of our lives. It is said that 90% of children use social media
and 75% have a proﬁle of their own.
These social networking sites have become a popular means of communication of various reasons:
1.
These sites are easy to access
2.
Communication through these sites is very fast
3.
These sites can be accessed at any time during the day or at night
4.
They can be accessed from anywhere a city or a village; home or ofﬁce; India or America
The uses of these social networking sites are also many:
1.
These sites allow us to chat with friends.
2.
They keep us updated of the well being of family and friends.
3.
They allow us to share moments of joy and sorrow.
4.
They allow us to share pictures with friends and relatives.
5.
Sites like facebook, skype etc allow us to have live conversation with our dear ones.
I am also a regular user of social media. I use WhatsApp daily to convey messages and share photos with my
cousins. When I miss my cousins, I see them and have a conversation with them live on Facetime. These sites
give us a feeling of togetherness, though we are miles away.
However social media has its disadvantages as well but I believe if social media is used effectively we can
enjoy the beneﬁts of technology.
Vedanth, V/M
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Tongue Twisters
I wish to wish the wish you
Wish to wish, but if you wish
To wish the witch wishes, I
Won't wish the wish you wish
To wish.

If peter picked a pear of
Pickled peppers, where are the
Pickled peppers peter piper picked.

A problem of solving a problem
Is not a problem, but when a
Problem solve a problem
Without any, problem then the
Problem is not at all a problem.
G.Pooja sri, V/S

Acrostic poem
Principal
P
- Passionate
R
-Caring
I
- Creative
N
-Engaging
C
-Dedicated
I
-Inspiring
P
-Helpful
A
-Motivating
L
-Knowledgeable

T
E
A
C
H
E
R

-

Thoughtful
Energetic
Amazing
Caring
Helpful
Encouraging
Responsible

P. Ishika Jain, VI/M

Acrostic poem
W
E
L
C
O
M
E

-When you
-Enter this school
-Learning is essential
-Cooperation is required
-Organization is key
-Making a good learning in
-Edify school

www.edifyschooltirupati.com

D. Vaishnavi, VI/S
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Fidjet Spinners
Have you ever thought of a small toy, which can help you in reducing stress?
Well, that's what a ﬁdget spinner does. The ﬁdget spinners have become very popular among children and
teens. A ﬁdget spinner is a toy that is marked as a stress reliever. It consists of a learning in the center of a multi
– locked ﬂat structure made from metal or plastic. The toy has been advertised as helping people who have
trouble with focusing or ﬁdgeting such as ADHD, autism, or anxiety by acting as a release mechanism for
nervous energy or phycological stress. The original ﬁdget spinner was invented by Catherine Hettinger in
1993. A patent was made in 1997, the toy was created especially for kids but surprisingly it was enjoyed by
adults even. Catherine was not able to make to a lot of proﬁt out of the product as the demand of the product
increased in 2017. Catherine sold a few thousand in 90's in Florida. She had planned to sell the original
product online. Unfortunately, she was not able to make a lot of proﬁt and she had to let the patent go. She
also said is one of her interviews that she saw a big potential with this new toy. When the ﬁdget spinners rose
in popularity in 2017, many publications discussed their claimed beneﬁt for individuals with ADHD, autism
and anxiety. Some ﬁdget spinners sold on Amazon were advertised as “Stress Relievers”. However, experts
themselves are polarized on the claims, as some supported the nation of its beneﬁt for those with ADHD and
autism, while others argued the spinners could actually be more distracting than helpful with focusing we
have often noticed people who tend to ﬁdget a lot – like need something. However, like all gadgets, it has also
had a natural death & perhaps in a month or two, the world went on with a new crazy.
Written by : C.K.Priyankhaa, VI/S

POEM
Everyone wants
Happiness
No one wants
Pain

But you can't have a
Rainbow
Witout a little
Rain

Hima Bindu, VI/S

Acrostic Poem

Acrostic Poem

F
R
I
E
N
D

S
C
H
O
O
L

-

First
Relation
In
Earth
Never
Dies

T. Sai Geethika,VI/M
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-

So
Cool
Heaven
Of
Obedient
Learning

T.R.Dharshan Kumar, VI/S
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Teachers
Teacher is the person who shapes the future of everyone by providing best education to students.
Teachers plays a great role in the education of every student. A good teacher has many qualities and
fully able to make students successful in life. A teacher is very intelligent and known well that how to
draw attention of students so that students may concentrate. Teacher is a good conductor of knowledge
having lots of patience and conﬁdence who take responsibility of the future of students. Teachers know
the ability of each and every student and moulds them accordingly. We love you teachers for caring us so
much.
Here is an acrostic poem on teachers and Edify:
T
E
A
C
H
E
R
S

-

Tender hearted
Energetic
Adventurous
Caring
Helpful
Exciting
Reassuring
Scolding

Chandana, VI/M

Mathemagic Multiplication
12 * 42
21 * 24
12 * 63
21 * 36
13 * 62

= 504
= 504
= 756
= 756
= 806

31 * 26
14 * 82
41 * 28
32 * 46
23 * 64

= 806
= 1148
= 1148
= 1472
= 1472

S.V.Sai Harish,VI/M

Story riddles
1) To tease, king Akbar told his most clever advisor birbal to give his daughter one thing that she Can eat
when hungry, drink if she feels thirsty and can burn if she feels cold. King Akbar was shocked when
Birbal gave Akbar's daughter one such thing that satisﬁes all of the above.
What did Birbal give to Akbar's daughter?
Solution:“Account”
Explanation
Thirsty:- she can drink coconut water
Hungry:- she can eat coconut
Cold :- she can burn the cover of the coconut
2) Once Akbar challenged Birbal. He asked Birbal to write a line on a wall which when read in happy times
makes you sad but when read in sad times makes you happy.
What would he have written to satisfy the conditions given by his king?
Solution:Bribal wrote – “This time will pass soon.”
When read in good time, you will feel sad however, it is essential to keep the fact in the mind. Thus, do
not be naughty and keep doing the good work for society.
When read in bad time, you will feel optimistic and get a morale boost that with your hard work you
can change the situation.

Ediﬁer
www.edifyschooltirupati.com
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Mathema Trics

Facts about Eyes

1.
2.
3.
4.

Ÿ

What is the special of 1/81
What is the value of sCM
What is the special of No. of days in a year
What is the special of following numbers
1) 407
2) 370
3) 371
1A) If we divide 1 with 81 we get 0.0123456789
2A) C = 100
CM=1000-100
= 900
3A) 365 = 10²+11²+12²
= 100+121+144
= 365
365= 13²+14²
=169+196 = 365
4A) 1)407
4² + 0²+7²
64+0 +343=407
2)370
3³+7³+0³
27+343+0=370
3)371
3³+7³+1³
=27+343+1=371

Ÿ

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Ÿ

Ÿ

Blinking helps to wash tears over our eyeballs.
That keeps them clean and moist. Also if
somethings is about to hit our eye, we will blink
automatically.
Our body has some natural protection for our
eyes. Our eyelashes help to keep dirt out of your
eyes. Our eyebrows are made to keep sweat from
running from our eyes.
The study of iris of the eye is called iridology.
The shark cornea has been used in eye surgery,
since its cornea is similar to a human cornea.
The number one cause of living tissue in the
human body that does not contain any blood
vessels in cornea.
The number one cause of blindness in adults in the
united states is diabetes.
Men are able to read ﬁne print than women can.
All bodies are colour
blind when they are
born.
Body's eyes do not
produce tears until
t h e b a b y i s
approximately six to eight week old.
Your eye blinks over 1,00,00,000 times a year!!!

D. Sai Harshith,VI/T

A.Nithyasree, VII/T

Math About Me
Numbers, numbers all around
Everywhere they can be found
Numbers tell how old I am.
And how many people in my fam
How much I weigh and just how tall
Where I live, and that's not all!

When to wake up and when to eat,
What size shoes to buy for my feet
How much money somethings costs
A number to call if my dog gets lost
I don't know where I would be
If numbers weren't a part of me.

Numbers are a part of me
Money, time and history.
K.Mahalakshmi, VII/M
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Riddles
I will Rome around the world with you but you don't let me inside the house. Who am I?
Slipper
I am a green palace with red walls and black and white people. Who am i?
Water melon
On top of a ladder a bag,
On top of a bag a pipe,
On top of a pipe a ball,
On top of a ball grass,
Who am I?
Human body
I have red hair white coat and I get shorter everyday. Who am I?
Candle
In a one- story building, the chairs are pink tables are pink, stools are pink, bags are pink, everything is
pink, what color will be the stairs?
There is no stairs! (One – Storey build.)
M.S.Salai Indira, VII/S

Poem
What is life?
Life is a journey,
Life is a teacher,
Life is our enemy,
Life is our friend,
Life is a game where you win and lose,
Life teaches you to behave,
Life teaches you to stand on your feet,
Life makes you to laugh, cry, enjoy, and suffer,
But life never leaves you behind,
So respect life and enjoy life,
Live and let others live; every moment.

By
G.Bhargava sri sai Deepak
VIII/M.
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So Briquets
So briquets means secondary(or) nick names. Here we bring you a few so briquets of places and cities,
Rivers and Oceans around the world.
Aberdeen in Scotland
The granite city
Africa
The dark continent
Amritsar
The city of golden temple
Atlantic ocean
The herring pond
Australia
The land of golden ﬂeece and
The land of the kangaroo
Babylon
The empress of the ancient World
Bahrain
The island of pearls
Bangalore
The garden city of India
Broadway
The great white way
Belgrade
The white way
Bombay
The gateway of India
Burma
The land of golden pagodlers
Chicago
The windy city
Calcutta
The city of places
Canada
The land of lilies and maples
Cochin
The Venice of east and queen of Arabian sea
Cuba
The peare of an tittles and sugar bowl of world
Egypt
The gift of Wile
Finland
The land of thousand lakes
Goa
Rome of east
Gibraltar
Key of Mediterranean
Goa
Rome of East
Ireland
The Emerald island
Japan
Land of Rising Sun
Jaipur
Pink city
Kerala
The spice garden of India
New York
The Empire city and city of Sky scrapers
Newzealand
Britain of South
Punjab
Land of ﬁve rivers
San Francisco
City of golden gate
Thailand
Land of white elephant.
When to wake up and when to eat,
What size shoes to buy for my feet
How much money somethings costs
A number to call if my dog gets lost
I don't know where I would be
If numbers weren't a part of me.
R. Chaithra Sree, VII/S
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Strange but True

A Poem on Horse

Napoleon was born in 1760
Hitler in 1889
The difference is 129 years

1.The coat of a horse
Is not very coarse
But it's very soft
Like the bird in the loft

Napoleon came to power in 1804
Hitler in 1933
The difference is 129 years
Napoleon occupied Vienna in 1804
Hitler in 1933
The difference is 129 years
Napoleon declared was on Russia in 1812
Hitler in 1941
The difference is 129 years
Napoleon was defeated in 1816
Hitler in 1945
The difference is 129 years

2.Below the trees
It runs like the breeze
It eats grass and hay
And is awake at day
3.It sleeps at night
On it rides a knight
It's color can be brown
If it swims it won't drown
4.It doesn't sing a song
But has a tail that's long
It's tail chases away ﬂies
And it can never tell lies
C.Dipasree VII/S

C. Mohith Gupta, VII/M

Riddles
1.
A.
2.
A.
3.
A.
4.
A.
5.
A.
6.
A.
7.

I'm tall when I'm young and I'm short when I'm old.
Candle.
What is at end of rainbow?
The letter W.
If an electric train is travelling south, which way is
the smoke going!
There is no smoke, it's an electric train.
How many month have 28 days?
All 12 months
What letter of alphabet has lots of water?
Alphabet 'C' (sea)
We see it once in a year, twice in a water, and never
in a day, what is it.
Letter E
How do you make the number one disappear?
www.edifyschooltirupati.com

A.
8.
A.
9.

Add the letter G, it's “GONE”
What goes up but never comes down?
Age
Lather is smooth, mother is soft but children are
rock. What is that.
A. Guava
10. What normally lose head in the morning but get
it again in night.
A. Pillow
11. How can you subtract 3 from 33?
A. Only once, when we subtract 33 it is 30
12. I don't have eyes, ears, nose, tongue but I can
see, smell, hear, taste everything.
A. Brain
K.R. Sri Krishna Tulasi VII/S
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A to Z about my school
Ambitious are all children
Best is the school ground
Celebrations are excellent
Discipline is the main lesson
Edify is the best school
Freedom develops individuality
Good habits are inculcated
Helping tendency prevails among us
Innovative ideas are appreciated
Jovial is the barning process
Kind is the mantra to all of us
Living as one under one roof
Motivation elevates our performance
Noble professionals are our teacher
Obey our elders is our practice
Punctuality is the main key
Queries are answerable
Responsibility is our main thing
Sharing or thoughts leads top transparency
Thank you, my teachers
Uniqueness is the policy
Values are taught
Wisdom is what we acquire here
Xtra curricular activities are well organized
Young minds are well moulded
Zeal enchants our school campus.
K.Sanjana,VIII/M

Acrostic Poem
E
D
I
F
Y

-

Encourages
Deﬁnes
Identiﬁes and
Fathoms
You

Thought
“Creativity starts from your belief….”
Journey to Bhanodaya kalamkari (Field Trip)
It was 20th of November in 2017, a moderate day, everyone were excited. There was a smile on every
face and everyone was eager to depart from school towards Kalahasthi and at 9:20 we departed from
school. It was a long journey. We reached to kalamkari at 10:50 and saw many types of different designs and
few of my friends purchased different clothes too. The time was up, We left from there and went to another
workshop a kilometer away. Even there, we purchased few clothes and we left the place and boarded buses
and were about to leave by 12:40. We reached the school at 1:30. We had lots of fun in the bus. We learnt
how is kalamkari design created and made.
P.Piyush Raj Jain - Grade VIII
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POEM

Edify- The Temple of Knowledge

LIFE
What is life?
Life is an opportunity, beneﬁt from it;
Life is a beauty, admire it;
Life is a dream, realize it;
Life is a challenge, meet it;
Life is a duty, complete it;
Life is a game, play it;
Life is a promise, fulﬁl it;
Life is a sorrow, overcome it;
Life is a song, sing it;
Life is a struggle, accept it;
Life is a tragedy, confront it;
Life is an adventure, dare it;
Life is luck, make it;
Life is too precious, do not destroy it;
Life is life, ﬁght for it.

School is a place,
Where we get knowledge
We need to chase,
And seek out our goal.
Our favourite, friendly
And kind teachers guide us.
To learn more,
Labs and libraries invite us.
Just like the clay,
We are entering into the school.
After ﬁnishing school,
We are moulded very well.
In everybody's life
School plays a vital role.
In my life,
It is edify.
K. Sanjana, VIII/M

By
G.Bhargava Sri Sai Deepak
VIII/M.

Math Poem
Unique maths
I learn maths is school,
Which is very very cool,
Division, multiplication, addition, subtraction
Now ready to make a confusion
The algebra makes me dream
And the decimals make me scream
Zero says itself that it is the hero,
Because always in millions there is a zero
My friends think it is boring
But I think it is scoring
K.Sanjana,VIII/M
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MOTHER
M – Much loved, by everyone
O – Out spken, direct about your feelings
T – Thoughtful, you are never wrong
H – Hard working, you are so dedicated
E – Empathetic, always understanding
R – Radiant, unknown beauty
Mother, my point of reference
G.Vaishnanvi, VIII/M

My Journey On a Bus to Shimla
It was then, when we had a group tour to Shimla. Our tour manager hired a mini bus to visit Shimla. It is a
memorable moment. The scenery was beautiful. There were hills all around us, in between some small
house with a beautiful, long rose plant. It was also a bit uncomfortable raveling everyday long distances in
it. The journey turns so thrilling in the night because of the Ghats and the steep valleys. It was really a very
nice experience.
V.S. Swathi,VIII/S

THINK BOLDLY
If you dream big enough anything can come true
-If there's an effort and work.
If he has capacity to do,then he has energy to complete
-But one must have effort to complete
Nothing can be possible without effort, nothing is impossible with effort
-Effort is the way to get succeed.
Time will not stop
-So we must not stop to reach goal.
Nothing is possible unless,
-Something is done
Every feel has a purpose,
-So feel it
One won't fool himself, if it happens,
-he will be a fool in society.
To be a champion, you have a believe in yourself
-when nobody else will.
G.Vaishnanvi, VIII/M
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Some secrets of Success

Human Touch

Secrets are like magical silver cups. They grow dull if uncared
for, shine lightly if polished and will dazzle you when you focus
light on them. Drink deeply and each will shine within you.
a. Enjoy the things you have to do! Whining about them will
only make you tired, and will keep you away from doing
anything well.
b. Be free in your mind like a white cloud high in sky! Do your
best always, but let the results take care of themselves
c. Don't blame others when things go wrong. A person swims
well only if he isn't afraid of sinking.
d. Difficulties make us stronger and lead us on to greater
victories.
e. If you face a problem, remember, there must be a solution to
it. Life is like a rose plant having both fragrance and thorns. You
have to face both of them.
At last, success like a dog will follow you every where, if you treat
it as a friend.

C.Manisha Gupta, IX/M

On a ﬁne day a mother and daughter
were playing in a garden mother is on
cloud nine to see the innocent and
cute little daughter playing with two
apples in each hand. Mother with
smiley face asked the daughter “could
you please give me one apple dear?”.
By listening those words the daughter
immediately ran away and has bitten
both the apples. The mother was
disappointed and crest fallen by
seeing the selﬁsh behaviour of her
daughter. She sat there itself with a sad
feeling within a door step movement
the daughter gave one apple and said
“it is the sweetest one mom, have it”.
The mother felt sorry and took the
apple.
Moral: think before you act
K.Bhavyasree

FUN WITH ELEMENTS
Teacher
Mother
Father
Class
Banana
Orange

-Te
+AC
+H
+ER
Trllutium+actinium+hydrogen+erbium
-MO
+TH
+ER
Molylodenum+Thorium+Erbium
-F
+AT
+H
+ER
Flourine+Atestine+Hydrogen+Erbium
-C
+LA
+S
+S
Corbon+Lanthenum+Sulphur+Sulphur
-BA
+NA
+NA
Barium+Sodium+Natrium
-O
+RA
+N
+GE
Oxygen+Radium+Nitrogen+Germanium
K.Bhavyasree
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S
C
H
O
O
L

-

sincerity
capacity
honesty
orderliness
obedience
learning

S
U
C
C
E
S
S

-

see your goal
understand the obstacles
create a positive mental picture
clear your mind of self doubt
Embrace the challenge
stay on tract
show the world you can do it

T
E
A
M

-

together
every one
arhives
more

K
E
Y

-

keep
educating
yourself
K.Bhavyasree

Mother - Father
The only two in the world which are invaluable and never replaceable.
Ÿ Believe in us more than we believe in ourselves
Ÿ Do more for us than they do for themselves
Ÿ Worry about us more than we realize
Ÿ Pray for us more than anything else in the world
Ÿ Value us more than anything else in the world d
Ÿ Give us more than they can afford
Ÿ Love us more than anyone else can
Ÿ Matter more than words can express
Not every child know now to respect and love their parents.
But every parent knows how to love their children.
Ÿ

M - Magniﬁcient
O - Outstanding
T - Tender
H - Honorable
E - Extraordinary
R - Remarkable
F - Funny
A- Adorable
T- Teacher
H - Helper
E - Encourager
R - Role Model
Vineetha.K
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Humanity
“The development of full artiﬁcial intelligence could spell the end of the human race…it would take off on
its own, and re-design itself at an ever increasing rate. Humans, who are limited by slow biological
evolution, could't compete, and would be superseded.” – Stephen Hawking
Al or artiﬁcial intelligence is basically the intelligence that can be shown by machines. All AI is made to do
one thing: react to environmental input in a way that would help the program reach its goal. AI has
progressed manifold since the ﬁrst A.I. bot defeated a human chess grandmaster at chess back in 1997.
Now, it can learn how to drive cars, can write horror short stories and still beat humans at classic board
games, and now a while back even at a MOBA(Massive Online Battle Arean) game. Research by stuart
Armstrong for the 2012 Singularity Summit on artiﬁcial general intelligence predictions by experts in the
ﬁeld has shown a wide range of predictions for when the technological singularity, or when an AI that can
re-engineer itself to become smarter, could occur, in which the median was 2040. But will this really
happen, will AI actually take over humanity?
A recent study by the management consultant company, McKinsey, suggests that as many as 800 million
jobs across the world that could be automated in the next 12 years. But only 6% of the most repetitive
jobs are the ones that will be 100% automated, for the rest 752 million, they would be partially
automated with AI But this would still cause massive unemployment. Alpha Go, an Al bot built to play a
classic Chinese board game called Go, has defeated the world champion who had more than 20 years of
experience, which only 5 weeks of practice time. It even created new legal moves which are now used to
train younger Go players. Of course, Go isn't the world, but this was to demonstrate how fast artiﬁcial
intelligence bots can learn to do something, compared to humans.
People are saying that the next World War would be fought using Al. Studies and practical
demonstrations have proved that Al can do many simple recognition and translating tasks a human can
go, but faster and more efﬁciently with a less, error. The day when Al can do all the jobs humans can
coming, and it is coming sooner than most people think and there's no avoiding it. There's really no
problem with a super intelligent Al as long as it's goals coincide with our goals. It's when they don't that's
the problem.

C.Nidish X/M
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Student’s Creative Corner
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Parent Involvement @ Edify
Parent Orientation Programme
The difference between success and failure is the difference between doing exactly right and almost right.
Reafﬁrming our commitment to the concept of providing quality education, within the landscape of cultural
and socio- economic diversity from which children enter the portals of the school, we organized an orientation
Programme for the parents in the month of June and July. The parents were provided with an Insight on school
curriculum. Need of parental involvement in the school activities was focused.
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Importance of Vaccinations
“I believe that the greatest gift you can give your family
and the world is a healthy you”- Joyce Meyer
A child's health is really worth of millions and if the child is healthy, the parents can be considered to be the best
in caring. As the ﬁrst Inquiry Module for Grade IV deals with diseases and vaccinations, We had a special guest
lecture by Dr. Nagesh.S, MD (Paediatrics), MRCPH(UK) in knowing why “Vaccination” is needed, care to be
taken in case of babies vaccination. Doctor says that every child needs to undergo vaccination as preventive
measure from many diseases. The children carried their cards meant for vaccination which is a good sign of
health management. The videos and the information presented by the doctor encouraged the students to be
more participative in session and many questions were posed as well.

Guest Lecture on “Food & Nutrition”
A healthy conscious balanced diet really keeps a child away from many health issues and will help to have a
healthy blessed future with all good health. Recent studies illustrated that nutrition affects students' thinking
levels, behaviour, and health, any such factor directly or indirectly that impact academic performance. As the
ﬁrst Inquiry Module of Grade II deals with food and nutrition we had invited a doctor and nutritionist Dr.Kiran
who explained the negative effects of eating junk food. She insisted the children to eat healthy food and
maintain a balanced diet.
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Tiny tots @ Edify
The ﬁrst week of Kindergarten
The ﬁrst week of kindergarten was completely activity based. Our motto was to ensure the comfortability,
happiness and safety of the children. We must say they thoroughly enjoyed the indoor activities and the
outdoor play given to them!! The tiny tots were given hands on activities like use of Montessori material which
really enhances their ﬁne motor skills. Fine motor skills are essential for performing everyday skills as outlined
above as well academic skills.

Picture Reading Activity

Germination Activity
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Clay Ganesha activity
“A child displays his/her own clay Ganesh”. After visarjan, the toxic material used in making Ganesh Idols
contaminate the water and harm the sea animals so the kindergarten department of Edify school has come up
with the innovative concept of environment friendly Ganesha Idols. It was given to all the children as take home
gift on the occasion of Ganesh Chaturthi.

Diya Making Activity
“Doing something creative with your hands is healing energy”
To make Diwali brighter and colourful. Our children were involved in diya making activity. The activity was really
exciting and interesting. The potter demonstrated the process of making diyas with clay. These clay diyas were
given on Diwali as take-home gift to all the kindergarten children.
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Bring more meaning into your world by celebrating and honouring
those special moments and people.
At Edify School, we go ahead with wide range of celebrations like, Rakshabandhan, Krishnashtami, Dussehra,
Diwali and many more. Special events like father's Day, Friendship Day and Grandparent's Day are also
celebrated with great fervour as they impart human values and helps the children understand the importance
of relationship and bonds.

Rhakshabandhan
“Golden moments of blissful sharing”
Rakshabandhan celebrations strengthens the bond of love between brothers and sisters and fostering
brotherhood. This festival is not a ritual, custom and tradition that can change over time, but its style of
celebration has become contemporary. Rakhi festival is the celebration of the chaste bond of love amongst the
children. IK children of Edify celebrated the festival of rakhi on 3rd of August 2017. The tiny tots of the preprimary wing came dressed in traditional attire. The girl students tied Rakhi to boys and boys shared gifts and
chocolates.

Krishnastami
“Rejoice in Lord Krishna's Glory”
Krishna is often considered to be a jolly and playful God and thus many children like him very much. Legends
and stories of Krishna describe him as naughty and playful, but very sweet and loving at the same time.
On 11th of August 2017 the Kindergarten department of Edify School Celebrated Sri Krishna Janmashtami,
Our tiny tots dressed as naughty krishna's and gopika's came down to Edify to spread the happiness and fervor
of Lord Krishna's birthday. Janmashtami was celebrated with great ideal and enthusiasm.
Children enjoyed the celebration by swinging and participating in dhahi handi programme.
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Ghanesh Chathurthi Celebrations
Lord Ganesha, a God who is favourite for all the kids as they love him for his unique elephant head. "An
essentially cool, soft, calm, simple and benevolent being, he strikes neither awe nor inﬂicts pain, harm or
punishment. "Ganesh Chaturthi was celebrated with great joy and devotion in edify, followed by several
themes of Ganesha family by the kindergarten children. They presented themselves in various attire of Gods
like Siva, Parvati, Ganesha,Kumara Swamy, Vishnu, Lakshmi, Saraswathi etc…. Ganesha Chaturthi is considered
as the day on which Lord Ganesha comes down on earth to give blessings to his devotees and also for the
lovely students of Edify.

Grandparents’ Day Celebrations
“Grandparents are the foot steps to the future generations”
Grandparents are fun to be around. Not only do they spill pearls of wisdom but also ﬁll our lives with
abundance of love and care. The feeling of being around them cannot be described through words. The love
and affection shed by grandparents is unmatched. The bond between grandparents and grandchildren cannot
be described in words. Grandparents not only inculcate good habits and moral values in the kids but also
become their best buddies when it comes to having unlimited fun.
We believe that progress with values, ascent with ﬁrm roots of family bonds, and academic excellence with
compassion are the essential ingredients for the holistic development of a child. Grandparents Day
Celebration is a signiﬁcant milestone in the child's journey in our school. To honour such grandparents Edify
School celebrated Grandparents' Day on 17th of October.
The function started with welcoming the grandparents followed by speeches. Our tiny tots beautifully recited
the shlokas further, few grandparents were happy to share their views about program and school. To balance
the tones set by the events thus far, we had a “treasure hunt” game in which grandparents participated with
great zeal and enthusiasm. Palm printing activity was done by grandparents and grandchildren and it was
given as a take home gift.
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Christmas

New Year

Sankranthi
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All they need is a little splash of colour
Look at the area around you right now and try to describe anything without using a colour. It's pretty hard to
do, right? By teaching children about the colours they can start to use words to describe their environment
and possessions.
Pink, blue, red, green, you name it…every child seems to have a favourite colour. In fact, some children are so
passionate about their colour choice that they insist that their clothes, room decor and school supplies all
match. Colour recognition can provide children with essential learning tools in life. Recognizing the colours
and identifying the colour names is an important part of a child's development. Early identiﬁcation of colours
helps to create the cognitive link between visual clues and words.
At Edify School colours are introduced to children through various activities like palm printing, collage
work, colouring ,nature walk ,sorting out, painting, school tour, craft work and many more. The tiny tots
thoroughly enjoy connecting themselves with the wonders of the nature, i.e colours!!

Colour of Power & Purity

Colour of the Sky and Sea

Colour of Enthusiasm & Sunshine
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Colour of the Nature

Colour of Courage & Conﬁdence

Colour of Joy & Creativity
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Cartoon Week
If a kid is allowed to watch T.V, imagine what would they prefer to watch mostly? It's only cartoons and for many
reasons, Cartoons are their friends. They ﬁnd a human made character in multiple colours and different attires
which is a eye-catchy. Children will have growing mind, curiosity and learning capability by observing things.
That's why cartoons directly make an impact on their minds and nature as well.
Cartoon week celebrations held in Edify School, Tirupati, had various activities and were conducted for all
kindergarten children. Activities included colouring, show and tell and fancy dress.

Joy of giving week
“Blissful Sharing”
“The greatest joy is giving joy to others”
Joy of giving week was an opportunity for our little ones to learn, explore and share various things with their
helpers, friends in the school as well to share with the elderly at home or in the neighbourhood. This is a small
effort on our part to inculcate the value of sharing among children! As part of the “Joy of giving" week
celebration, we invited all the helpers in our school. As a gratitude the children shared the apples which they
had brought from home..

Kindergarten students ﬁeld trip
“Give until it gives you joy. When it does then you know you are truly giving”
TO step forward to help the needy by 'Acts of Giving' – noble acts that will remain cherished in the hearts of all,
EDIFY always plays an active role in contributing to the charity.
The joy of giving week was celebrated with great enthusiasm by our little ones. Children brought bread, fruits,
biscuits, books and stationery to dispense at Akshya Kshethram.
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Math Week

Graduation Day
“We worry about what a child will become tomorrow, yet we forget that he is someone today." As parents and
teachers, we do put a lot of time and energy into preparing our children for their futures. It is our collective
responsibility as we guide and mold the leaders of tomorrow - for it is on them that the future depends. It was
indeed a very special day! The tiny kindergarteners were looking great, all clad in graduation costumes. The
program started with lighting of lamp by the dignitaries. Our Principal Ms.Lakshmi S Nair congratulated the
little champs. The program followed by certiﬁcate awarding ceremony and cake cutting.
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IK’s Creative Corner
“Art is as Natural as Sunshine and as vital as nourishment.”
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Edify Assembly
Morning Assembly in a school sets the tone for the day and rejunevates the spirits of students.
School assembly is an important aspect of the curriculum. It has the potential to nurture and maintain a
positive school culture that enhances interpersonal intelligence.
School being the foundation of a student's life, assemblies helps them gather a lot of energy to do well and be
good throughout the day.
This in turn builds conﬁdence and fosters an attractive attitude. Speaking in public can help students
overcome their fears, and not just in public speaking, but overcoming the fear of fear itself.
We at Edify have assembly presentations based on the Inquiry Modules for primary which reﬂects the
thorough understanding of the topic by the children. Apart from these, special assemblies are also conducted
for the whole school. Our motto of every day assembly is to provide participation to each and every child in
turns to develop a sense of identity with the school, to enable students to share their experiences, stories,
anecdotes with others, to develop a feeling of afﬁliation and unity among students, to provide them training in
good social behaviour desired in public life and to motivate students by positive reinforcement in the form of
praise or rewards awarded in public.

First Day of the School
After a month and half long summer break we had ﬁrst morning assembly on 15th of June. It was conducted
effectively by our students. Our Director Mr. P. Praneeth addressed students and enthused them with his
words. Principal Ms. Lakshmi. S. Nair further made students and staff refreshed with her cheerful note.
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Launch of “New Era” - 2016 - 17 Edition
The third Edition of the school magazine “NEW ERA” was launched on 15th of July 2017 by the Director of Edify
School Mr. P. Praneeth. A copy was distributed to the Principal, Coordinators and the members of the Magazine
committee. Mr. Praneeth shared his ideas on the importance of the school magazine in a student's life.

World Music Day

International Day of Yoga
"Often stress is seen as a major hindrance when it comes to the academic performance of students”
Yoga has always been an integral part of Health and Physical Education.
Edify School Celebrated International day of yoga on June 21. The school organized mass yoga demonstration
and performed yoga reminding the importance of yoga in daily life. Our students showcased their hold on
different asanas under the guidance of yoga teachers.
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Doctor's Day

Vanamahothsav
Vanmohotsav, a weeklong festival of tree plantation is organized every year in the ﬁrst week of July across India
when millions of trees are planted. Edify celebrated Vanmohotsav Week from July 3rd to 7th July 2017 in the
school campus. The celebrations were an ideal opportunity to instill the value of social responsibility in the
students towards safe guarding trees and forests.
The focus of the celebrations was towards forming a personal connect between the students and trees
through a process of experience, reﬂections and creation carried out through various activities.

World Population Day
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Rakshabandhan and Friendship day

World Senior Citizen's Day

National Sports Day
Sports are the one which teaches an individual the value of even a nano second or a quick hesitation. A good
and right sports person can only understand the value of every single second and blink of an eye. India's
National Sports Day is celebrated on August 29th to commemorate Dhyan Chand's birthday. Students of Edify
school have remembered this great man and observed the National Sports day. The students were in sports
garb which was magniﬁcently accoutred and presented about their understanding of different sports.
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Grade I “Christmas is the spirit of giving without a thought of getting”
Christmas is a time to give and forgive. It is celebrated everywhere as a joyous family affair, We too, at Edify
school celebrated Christmas as a happy time for our children.

Community Helpers
As our grade-I students have the topic “Community Helpers in our community” in Inquiry Module-II, they gave
a classroom presentation by explaining the roles and responsibilities of community helpers.

Halloween Day
As 'Halloween Day' falls in the month of October our grade-I students dressed themselves in the best of their
spooky attire and did “Trick or Treat” with teachers and their other friends.It was indeed a “Spooky” yet
“Soothing” presentation.
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Grade II : Early Humans
As one of the Inquiry Modules of Grade II deals with early humans, the students presented a role play
demonstrating the way early humans lived.

Food Pyramid
As a part of Inquiry Module, the students of Grade-II participated in the food pyramid activity. They designed
and created a pyramid with real food items. It helped students to understand the importance, difference and
use of different food groups.

Grade - III : Air
Our grade 3 students have the topic “Air” in one of their Inquiry Modules, an assembly presentation on
importance of air in day to day life was beautifully presented. They also explained how to reduce air pollution.
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Oceans
Our Grade-III students dealt with the topic “OCEANS” in their inquiry module. They gave an assembly
presentation by explaining the facts about oceans.They concluded the topic by saying that “Individually, we
are one drop, together we are an ocean”. The Ediﬁers took an oath to protect our oceans from getting polluted.

Sense Organs
Our Grade III students have dealt with the topic “External organs of the human body” in the second Inquiry
Module. They gave a presentation on the importance and functions of sense organs.

Grade - IV : Fractions
As one of the Inquiry Modules of Grade IV has fractions as a topic, the students came up with an assembly
presentation with pictorial representations.
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Health Is Wealth
As a part of the Inquiry, Grade-IV students gave an assembly presentation about Health and its importance in
our daily Life. Good nutrition is an important part of leading a healthy life style combined with physical activity,
our diet can help us to reach and maintain a healthy weight, reducing the risk of chronic disease.

Leadership
nd

As the 2 Inquiry Module of Grade IV dealt with leaders and their qualities, an assembly presentation on how a
leader must be qualities he or she must possess was given.

Punctuations
Grade IV students came up with an assembly presentation demonstrating the importance of punctuations and
its usage. Students drew punctuation marks in different styles which was really creative.
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International Literecy Day

Hindi Diwas

Dussehra Celebrations

World Postal Day
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International Science Week

Thanks Giving Week

Human Rights Day
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Ganith Week

Assembly Presentation on Diversity

Assembly Presentation on Goutham Buddha by Grade 7

Rally for Rivers
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Joy of giving
There are a lot of things in the world that can make us smile but nothing beats the invaluable joy of making
someone happy. Rightly remarked “Seek joy in what you give not in what you get”. Ediﬁers were reﬁlled with
the feeling of sharing, compassion, empathy and brotherhood throughout the ﬁrst week of November. All the
students had visited around 10 places which are homes for orphans, old age citizens,specially abled children
and adults.
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Group Photographs
IK I

IK II Tulips

IK II Orchids
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IK III Tulips

IK III Orchids

Grade I Mavericks
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Grade I Stalwarts

Grade I Titans

Grade I Pioneers
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Grade II Mavericks

Grade II Stalwarts

Grade II Titans
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Grade II Pioneers

Grade III Mavericks

Grade III Stalwarts
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Grade III Titans

Grade III Pioneers

Grade IV Mavericks
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Grade IV Stalwarts

Grade IV Titans

Grade IV Pioneers
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Grade V Mavericks

Grade V Stalwarts

Grade V Titans
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Grade V Pioneers

Grade VI Mavericks

Grade VI Stalwarts
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Grade VI Titans

Grade VII Mavericks

Grade VII Stalwarts
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Grade VII Titans

Grade VIII Mavericks

Grade VIII Stalwarts
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Grade IX Mavericks

Grade IX Stalwarts
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Grade X Mavericks

Grade X Stalwarts
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Epilogue

“

This magazine's main aim is to inform the readers that the

articles aren't designed to persuade, but to just state the issues

or things going on in the school.
The school Magazine is a historical document of the growth of
the school. It informs the future generation of students about
the traditions built up in their school. This valuable publication
is the opportunity that students require to showcase their
creative talent. Along with academic studies, students are
encouraged in games and athletics, art and craft, science
clubs, dramatics and various other activities. These make the
years in school interesting and worth remembering. some
speciﬁc articles about technology is the key feature of this
magazine.
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